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Abstract Society is increasingly relying on data-driven predictive models for
automated decision making. This is not by design, but due to the nature and
noisiness of observational data, such models may systematically disadvantage
people belonging to certain categories or groups, instead of relying solely on
individual merits. This may happen even if the computing process is fair and
well-intentioned. Discrimination-aware data mining studies of how to make
predictive models free from discrimination, when the historical data, on which
they are built, may be biased, incomplete, or even contain past discriminatory
decisions. Discrimination-aware data mining is an emerging research discipline,
and there is no firm consensus yet of how to measure the performance of al-
gorithms. The goal of this survey is to review various discrimination measures
that have been used, analytically and computationally analyze their perfor-
mance, and highlight implications of using one or another measure. We also
describe measures from other disciplines, which have not been used for mea-
suring discrimination, but potentially could be suitable for this purpose. This
survey is primarily intended for researchers in data mining and machine learn-
ing as a step towards producing a unifying view of performance criteria when
developing new algorithms for non-discriminatory predictive modeling. In ad-
dition, practitioners and policy makers could use this study when diagnosing
potential discrimination by predictive models.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, increasingly many decisions for people and about people are made
using predictive models built on historical data, including credit scoring, in-
surance, personalized pricing and recommendations, automated CV screen-
ing of job applicants, profiling of potential suspects by the police, and many
more cases. The penetration of data mining and machine learning technolo-
gies, as well as decisions informed by big data has raised public awareness that
data-driven decision making may lead to discrimination against groups of peo-
ple [1,10,18,21,23,33,44]. Such discrimination may often be unintentional and
unexpected, assuming that algorithms must be inherently objective. Yet deci-
sion making by predictive models may discriminate against people, even if the
computing process is fair and well-intentioned [5,14,15]. This is because most
data mining methods are based upon assumptions that historical datasets are
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correct, and accurately represent population, which often appears to be far
from reality.
Discrimination-aware data mining is an emerging discipline that studies
how to prevent potential discrimination due to algorithms. It is assumed
that non-discrimination regulations prescribe which personal characteristics
are considered sensitive, or which groups of people are to be protected. The
regulations are assumed to be defined externally, typically by national or in-
ternational legislation. The research goal in discrimination-aware data mining
is to translate those regulations mathematically into non-discrimination con-
straints, and develop predictive modeling algorithms that would be able to
take into account those constraints, and at the same time be as accurate as
possible. These constraints prescribe how much of differences between groups
can be considered explainable. In a broader perspective, research needs to be
able to computationally explain the roots of such discrimination events before
increasing public concerns lead to unnecessarily restrictive regulations against
data mining.
In the last few years researchers have been developing discrimination-aware
data mining algorithms using a variety of performance measures. Yet there is
a lack of consensus of how to define the fairness of predictive models, and how
to measure their performance in terms of non-discrimination. Often research
papers propose new ways to quantify discrimination, and new algorithms that
would optimize that measure. The existing variety of evaluation approaches
makes it difficult to compare results and assess progress in the discipline;
furthermore, the variety of measures makes it difficult to recommend compu-
tational strategies to practitioners and policy makers.
The goal of this survey is to develop a unifying view towards discrimination
measures in data mining and machine learning, and analyze the implications
of optimizing one or another measure in predictive modeling. Therefore, it
is essential to develop a coherent view early in the development of this re-
search field, in order to present task settings in a systematic way for follow up
research, to enable systematic comparison of approaches, and to facilitate a
discussion hopefully aimed at reaching a consensus among researchers in terms
of the fundamentals of the discipline. For this purpose we review and catego-
rize measures that have been used in data mining and machine learning, and
also discuss measures from other disciplines, such as feature selection, which
in principle could be used for measuring discrimination. We complement the
review by experimental analysis of core measures.
Several surveys on different aspects of discrimination-aware data mining
already exist and are complementary to this survey. A previous review [48]
presents a multi-disciplinary context for discrimination-aware data mining.
The review [48] focuses on approaches to solutions across different disciplines
(law, economics, statistics, computer science), rather than analysis and com-
parison of measures. A yet earlier study [47] discusses a number of measures
in relation to association rule discovery task, which in principle can be applied
to any classification algorithm. This study discussed four measures that we
current categorize under Absolute measures. A recent review [5] discusses the
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legal aspects of potential discrimination by machine learning, mainly focusing
on American anti-discrimination laws in the context of employment, as well
as discussing how big data and machine learning can lead to discrimination
attributable to algorithmic effects regardless of jurisdiction. A classical hand-
book on measuring racial discrimination [8] focuses on surveying and collecting
evidence for discrimination discovery. The book does not consider discrimina-
tion by algorithms, it only considers discrimination by human decision makers,
and therefore presents inspiring ideas, but not solutions for measuring algo-
rithmic discrimination, which is the focus of our survey. Interactions between
human and algorithmic decision making is experimentally investigated in a
recent study [6].
2 Background
The root of the word ’discrimination’ is the Latin for distinguishing. While
distinguishing is not undesirable as such, discrimination has a negative con-
notation when referring to adversary treatment of people based on belonging
to some group rather than their individual merits. Initially associated with
racism, nowadays discrimination may refer to a wide range of grounds, such
as, race, ethnicity, gender, age, disability, sexual orientation, religion and more.
Data mining is not aiming to decide what is the right or wrong reason for dis-
tinguishing, but considers sensitive characteristics to be externally decided by
social philosophers, policy makers and society itself. The notion of sensitive
characteristics can depend on the context and can change from case to case.
The role of data mining is to understand generic principles and provide tech-
nical expertise on how to guarantee non-discrimination in algorithmic decision
making.
2.1 Discrimination and law
Public attention to discrimination prevention is increasing, national and inter-
national anti-discrimination legislation are expanding the scope of protection
against discrimination, and extending discrimination grounds. For instance,
the EU is developing a unifying ”Council Directive on implementing the prin-
ciple of equal treatment between persons irrespective of religion or belief, dis-
ability, age or sexual orientation”.
Adversary discrimination is undesired from the perspective of basic human
rights, and in many areas of life non-discrimination is enforced by international
and national legislation, to allow all individuals an equal prospect to access
opportunities available in a society [24]. Enforcing non-discrimination is not
only for the benefit of individuals. Considering individual merits rather than
group characteristics is expected to benefit decision makers leading to more
informed, and likely more accurate decisions.
From the regulatory perspective discrimination can be described by three
main concepts: (1) what actions, (2) in which situations, and (3) towards whom
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are actions considered to be discriminatory. Actions are forms of discrimi-
nation, situations are areas of discrimination, and grounds of discrimination
describe the characteristics of the people who may be discriminated against.
The EU legal framework for anti-discrimination and equal treatment is con-
stituted by several directives, including the Race Equality Directive (2000/43/EC),
the Employment Equality Directive (2007/78/EC), the Gender Recast Direc-
tive (2006/54/EC) and the Gender Goods and Services Directive (2006/113/EC)
[62]. The main grounds for discrimination defined in European Council direc-
tives [17] (2000/43/EC, 2000/78/EC) are: race and ethnic origin, disability,
age, religion or belief, sexual orientation, gender and nationality. There is no
general directive stating which attributes can and cannot be used for which
types of decision-making [62]. Multiple discrimination occurs when a person
is discriminated on a combination of several grounds. The main areas of dis-
crimination are: access to employment, access to education, employment and
working conditions, social protection and access to supply of goods and ser-
vices.
Discriminatory actions may take different forms, the two main being known
as direct discrimination and indirect discrimination. Direct discrimination oc-
curs when a person is treated less favorably than another person would be
treated in a comparable situation on protected grounds. For example, prop-
erty owners not renting to a racial minority tenant. Indirect discrimination
occurs where an apparently neutral provision, criterion or practice would put
persons of a protected ground at a particular disadvantage compared with
other persons. For example, the requirement to produce ID in the form of a
driver’s license for entering a club may discriminate against visually impaired
people, who cannot have a driver’s license. A related term statistical discrim-
ination [2] is often used in economic modeling. It refers to inequality between
demographic groups occurring even when economic agents are rational and
non-prejudiced.
Data-driven decision making refers to using predictive models learned on
historical data for decision support. Data-driven decision making is prone to
indirect discrimination, since data mining and machine learning algorithms
produce decision rules or decision models, which then may put persons of
some groups at a disadvantage as compared to other groups. When decisions
are made by human judgement, biased decisions may occur on a case-by-case
basis. Rules produced by algorithms are applied to every case, and hence may
discriminate more systematically and on a larger scale than human decision
makers. Discrimination due to algorithms is sometimes referred to as digital
discrimination [57].
The current non-discrimination legislation has been set up to guard against
discrimination by human decision makers. The basic principles of the non-
discrimination legislation generally apply to algorithmic decision making as
well, the specifics of algorithmic decision making are yet to be taken into
national and international legislation. Ideally, algorithmic discrimination mea-
sures should be universal in a sense that they would not be tied to any specific
legislation.
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The current EU directives do not specify particular discrimination mea-
sures or tests to be used to judge whether there has been a discrimination.
Rather, statistical measures of discrimination are used on case-by-case bases
to establish prima facie evidence, which then shifts the responsibility of prov-
ing discrimination from the person who is being discriminated against to the
discriminating party.
The general population, and even some data scientists may think that since
data mining is based on data, models produced by data mining algorithms
must be objective by nature. In reality models are as objective as the data on
which they are built, and as long as the assumptions behind the models are
perfectly matched in the data. In practice, assumptions are rarely perfectly
matched. Historical data may be biased, incomplete, or record past discrimi-
natory decisions that can easily be transferred to predictive models, and rein-
forced in new decision making [14]. Lately, awareness of policy makers and pub-
lic attention to potential discrimination has been increasing [10,21,23,33,44],
but there are many research questions which must be answered in order to
fully understand in which circumstances algorithms do or do not become dis-
criminatory, and how to prevent them being so by computational means.
2.2 Discrimination-aware data mining
Discrimination-aware data mining is a discipline at an intersection of computer
science, law and the social sciences. It has two main research directions: dis-
crimination discovery, and discrimination prevention. Discrimination discov-
ery aims at finding discriminatory patterns in data using data mining methods.
A data mining approach for discrimination discovery typically extracts associ-
ation and classification rules from data, and then evaluates those rules in terms
of potential discrimination [28,39,40,47,49,53,54]. A more traditional statisti-
cal approach to discrimination discovery typically fits a regression model to the
data including the protected characteristics (such as race or gender), and then
analyzes the magnitude and statistical significance of the regression slopes at
the protected attributes (e.g. [22]). If those slopes appear to be significant,
then discrimination is flagged. The majority of discrimination discovery ap-
proaches are based on finding correlations, whereas there is a growing body
of research aimed at demonstrating causation [9, 60], which is necessary for
legal actions. Exploratory discrimination-aware data mining [6] is an emerg-
ing direction that aims to discover insights about new or changing forms of
or grounds for discrimination. Discrimination-aware data mining relates to
privacy-aware data mining (e.g. [29, 52]) with a common understanding that
securing privacy and non-discrimination come with a cost of information loss,
and the objective is to minimize information loss while ensuring a desired level
of privacy and fairness.
Discrimination prevention algorithms have been developed to produce non-
discriminatory predictive models with respect to externally given sensitive
characteristics. The objective is to build a model or a set of decision rules
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that would obey non-discrimination constraints. Typically, such constraints
directly relate to some selected discrimination measure. Algorithmic solutions
for discrimination prevention fall into three categories: data preprocessing,
model post-processing, and model regularization. Data preprocessing modifies
historical data such that it no longer contains unexplained differences across
the protected and the unprotected groups, and then uses standard learning
algorithms with this modified data. Data preprocessing may modify the target
variable [34,36,40], or modify input data [25,59], or both [28,29]. Model post-
processing produces a standard model and then modifies this model to obey
non-discrimination constraints, for instance, by changing the labels of some
leaves in a decision tree [12, 35], or removing selected rules from the set of
discovered decision rules [30]. Model regularization forces non-discrimination
constraints during the model learning process, for instance, by modifying the
splitting criteria in decision tree learning [11, 35, 37]. Since the focus of this
survey is on measuring discrimination, algorithmic solutions will be only briefly
overviewed. An interested reader can find further details, for instance, in this
edited book [19], this journal issue [43], or proceedings of specialized workshops
[3, 4, 13].
Defining coherent discrimination measures is fundamental for both lines of
research: discrimination discovery and discrimination prevention. Discrimina-
tion discovery requires some measure that can be used to judge whether there
is any discrimination in data. Discrimination prevention requires some mea-
sure for use as an optimization criterion in order to sanitize predictive models.
Direct discrimination by algorithms can be avoided by excluding the sensitive
variable from decision making, but this unfortunately does not prevent the
risk of indirect discrimination. In order to aid in establishing a basis for fur-
ther research in the field, especially in algorithmic discrimination prevention,
our main focus in this survey is to review indirect discrimination measures.
While measuring direct discrimination is based on comparing individual to
individual, measuring indirect discrimination is based on comparing group
characteristics.
2.3 Definition of fairness for data mining
In the context of data mining and machine learning non-discrimination can be
defined as follows: (1) people that are similar in terms of non-protected
characteristics should receive similar predictions, and (2) differences
in predictions across groups of people can only be as large as justified
by their non-protected characteristics. To the best of our knowledge, in
the data mining context these two conditions, expressed as Lipschitz condition
and statistical parity, have been first formally discussed in [20].
The first condition is necessary but not sufficient for ensuring non-discrimination
in decision making, because even though similar people are treated in a similar
way, groups of similar people may be treated differently from other groups. The
first condition relates to direct discrimination, which occurs when a person is
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treated less favorably than another would be treated in a comparable situa-
tion, and can be illustrated by the twin test. Suppose gender is the protected
attribute, and there are two identical twins who share all the characteristics,
but gender. The test is passed if both individuals receive identical predictions
by the model.
The second condition ensures that there is no indirect discrimination, which
occurs when apparently neutral provision, criteria or practice would put per-
sons of a protected ground at a particular disadvantage compared with other
persons. The so called redlining practice [32] exemplifies indirect discrimina-
tion. The term relates to past practices by banks to deny loans for residents
of selected neighborhoods. Race was not formally used as a decision criterion,
but it appeared that the excluded neighborhoods had much higher populations
of non-white people than average. Thus, even though people of different races
(”twins”) from the same neighborhood were treated equally, the lowering of
positive decision rates in the non-white-dominated neighborhoods affected the
non-white population in a worse way. Therefore, different decision rates across
groups of similar people can only be as large as explained by non-protected
characteristics. The second part of the definition controls for balance across
the groups.
More formally, let X be a set of variables describing non-protected char-
acteristics of a person (a complete set of characteristics may not always be
known or available, in such a case X denotes a set of available characteris-
tics), S be a set of variables describing the protected characteristics, and yˆ
be the model output. A predictive model can be considered fair if: (1) the ex-
pected value for model output does not depend on the protected characteristics
E(yˆ|X,S) = E(yˆ|X) for all X and S, that is, there is no direct discrimination;
and (2) if non-protected characteristics and protected characteristics are not
independent, that is if E(X|S) 6= E(X), then the expected value for model
output within each group should be justified by some fairness model, that is
E(yˆ|X) = F (yˆ|X), where F is a fairness model. Defining and justifying F is
not trivial, that is where a lot of ongoing effort in discrimination-aware data
mining currently is concentrated.
Discrimination by predictive models can occur only when the target vari-
able is polar, that is, some predictions outcomes are considered superior to
others. For example, getting a loan is better than not getting a loan, or the
”golden client” package is better than the ”silver”, and ”silver” is better than
”bronze”, or an assigned interest rate of 3% is better than 5%. If the tar-
get variable is not polar, there is no discrimination, because no treatment is
superior or inferior to another treatment.
The protected characteristic (also referred to as the protected variable or
sensitive attribute) may be binary, categorical or numeric, and it does not
need to be polar. For example, gender can be encoded with a binary protected
variable, ethnicity can be encoded with a categorical variable, and age can be
encoded with a numerical variable. In principle, any combination of one or
more personal characteristics may be required to be protected. Discrimination
on more than one ground is known as multiple discrimination, and it may
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Fig. 1 A typical machine learning setting.
be required to ensure the prevention of multiple discrimination in predictive
models. Thus, ideally, algorithmic discrimination measures should be able to
handle any type or a combination of protected variables. Finding out which
characteristics are to be protected is outside the jurisdiction of data mining,
the protected characteristics are to be given externally.
2.4 Principles for making predictive models non-discriminatory
Figure 1 depicts a typical machine learning process. A machine learning al-
gorithm is a procedure used for producing a predictive model from historical
data. A model is a collection of decision rules used for decision making for new
incoming data. The model would take personal characteristics as inputs (for
example, income, credit history, employment status), and produce a prediction
(for example, credit risk level).
Learning algorithms as such cannot discriminate, because they are not used
for decision making. The resulting predictive models (decision rules) would dis-
criminate. Yet algorithms may be discrimination-aware by employing proce-
dures to enforce non-discrimination constraints into the models. Hence, one of
the main goals of discrimination-aware data mining is to develop discrimination-
aware algorithms, that would guarantee that non-discriminatory models are
produced.
There is a debate in the discrimination-aware data mining community
about whether models should or should not use protected characteristics as
inputs. For example, a credit risk assessment model may use gender as in-
put, or may leave the gender variable out. Our position [62] is that protected
characteristics, such as race, are necessary in the model building process in
order to actively make sure that the resulting model is non-discriminatory. Of
course, later when the model is used for decision making, it should not require
protected characteristics as inputs. A data-driven decision model that does
not use protected characteristics as inputs in principle cannot produce direct
discrimination. By the first fairness condition, it would treat two persons that
differ only in protected characteristics in the same way.
Ensuring that there is no indirect discrimination (the second fairness con-
dition) is more tricky. In order to verify to what extent non-discrimination
constraints are obeyed and enforce fair allocation of predictions across groups
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Table 1 Discrimination measure types
Measures Indicate what? Type of discrimination
Statistical tests presence/absence of discrimination indirect
Absolute measures magnitude of discrimination indirect
Conditional measures magnitude of discrimination indirect
Situation measures spread of discrimination direct or indirect
of people, learning algorithms must have access to the protected characteristics
in the historical data. We argue that if protected information (e.g. gender or
race) is not available during the model learning building process, the learning
algorithm cannot be discrimination-aware, because it cannot actively control
non-discrimination. The resulting models produced without access to sensi-
tive information may be discriminatory, they may be not, but that is a chance
rather than discrimination-awareness property of the algorithm.
Non-discrimination can potentially be measured in input data, on predic-
tions made by models, or in models themselves. Measuring requires access to
the protected characteristic. Yet this does not mean that algorithmic discrim-
ination is always direct. The distinction between direct and indirect discrim-
ination refers to using the protected characteristic in decision making, not to
measuring discrimination. The following section presents a categorized survey
of measures used in discrimination-aware data mining and the machine learn-
ing literature, and discusses other existing measures that could in principle be
used for measuring the fairness of algorithms.
3 Discrimination measures
Discrimination measures can be categorized into (1) statistical tests, (2) abso-
lute measures, (3) conditional measures, and (4) situation measures. We survey
measures in this order due to historical reasons, which is more or less how they
came into use. All four types are not alternative types to measure the same,
but rather they measure different aspects of the problem, as summarized in
Table 1.
Statistical tests indicate the presence or absence of discrimination at a
dataset level, they do not measure the magnitude of discrimination, neither
the spread of discrimination within a dataset. Absolute measures capture the
magnitude of discrimination over a dataset (or a subset of interest) taking
into account the protected characteristic, and the prediction decision; no other
characteristics of individuals are considered. It is assumed that all individuals
are alike, and there should be no differences in decision probability for people
in the protected and in the general group, regardless of possible explanation.
Absolute measures generally are not used alone in a dataset, but rather pro-
vide core principles for conditional measures, or statistical tests. Conditional
measures capture the magnitude of discrimination, which cannot be explained
by any non-protected characteristics of individuals. Statistical tests, absolute
measures and conditional measures are designed for capturing indirect dis-
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Table 2 Summary of notation.
Symbol Explanation
y target variable, yi denotes the i
th observation
yi value of a binary target variable, y ∈ {y+, y−}
s protected variable
si value of a categorical/binary protected variable, s ∈ {s1, . . . , sm}
index 1 denotes the protected group, e.g. s1 - ethnic minority, s0 - majority
X set of input variables (predictors), X = {x(1), . . . , x(l)}
z explanatory variable or stratum
zi value of explanatory variable z ∈ {z1, . . . , zk}
N number of individuals in the dataset
ni number of individuals in group s
i
crimination. Situation measures have been introduced mainly to accompany
mining classification rules for the purpose of discovering direct discrimination.
Situation measures do not measure the magnitude of discrimination, but the
spread of discrimination, that is, the share of people in the dataset that are
affected by direct discrimination.
The following notation summarized in Table 2, will be used throughout
the survey. We will use the following short probability notation: p(s = 1) will
be encoded as p(s1), and p(y = +) will be encoded as p(y+). Let s1 denote
the protected community, and y+ denote the desired decision (e.g. positive
decision to give a loan).
3.1 Statistical tests
Statistical tests are the earliest measures that are focused on indirect discrim-
ination discovery in data. Statistical tests are formal procedures to accept or
reject statistical hypotheses, which check how likely the result is to have oc-
curred by chance. Typically, in discrimination analysis the null hypothesis is
that there is no difference between the treatment of the general group and
the protected group. The test checks how likely the observed difference be-
tween groups could have occurred by chance. If chance is unlikely then the
null hypothesis is rejected and discrimination is declared.
Two limitations of statistical tests need to be kept in mind when using
them for measuring discrimination.
1. Statistical significance does not mean practical significance; statistical tests
do not show the magnitude of the difference between groups, which can be
large or minor.
2. If the null hypothesis is rejected then discrimination is present, but if the
null hypothesis cannot be rejected, that does not prove that there is no
discrimination. It may be that the data sample is too small to declare
discrimination.
Standard statistical tests are typically applied for measuring discrimina-
tion, such as Student’s t-test, or the Chi-square test. The same tests are used
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in clinical trials, marketing, and scientific research. Statistical tests are suit-
able for indirect discrimination discovery in data, but they do not necessarily
directly translate into optimization constraints to be used in model learning to
ensure discrimination prevention. Yet, statistical methods include methods for
determining the effect size, which can in principle be translated to algorithmic
discrimination measures and optimization constraints. The absolute measures,
discussed in the next section (such as the mean difference), often derived from
the statistical approaches for computing test statics.
3.1.1 Regression slope test
The test fits Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression to the data including the
protected variable, and tests whether the regression coefficient of the protected
variable is significantly different from zero. A basic version for discrimination
discovery considers only the protected characteristic s and the target variable
y [58]. Typically, in discrimination testing s is binary, but in principle s and y
can also be numeric. The regression may include only the protected variable
s as a predictor, but it may also include variables from X that may explain
some of the observed differences in decisions.
The test statistic is t = b/σ, where b is the estimated regression coefficient
of s, and σ is the standard error, computed as
σ =
√∑n
i=1(yi − f(yi))2√
(n− 2)
√∑n
i=1 (si − s¯)2
,
where n is the number of observations, f(.) is the regression model, .¯ indicates
the mean. The t-test with n− 2 degrees of freedom is applied.
3.1.2 Difference of means test
The null hypothesis is that the means of the two groups are equal. The test
statistic is
t =
E(y|s0)− E(y|s1)
σ
√
1
n0
+ 1n1
,
where n0 is the number of individuals in the unprotected group, n1 is the
number of individuals in the protected group,
σ =
√
(n0 − 1)δ20 + (n1 − 1)δ21
n0 + n1 − 2 ,
where δ20 and δ
2
1 are the sample target variances in the respective groups.
The t-test with n0 − n1 − 2 degrees of freedom is applied. The test assumes
independent samples, normality and equal variances. Difference of means, al-
though not formally used as a statistical test, has been used in the data mining
literature, for instance in [11].
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3.1.3 Difference in proportions for two groups
The null hypothesis is that the rates of positive outcomes within the two groups
are equal. The test statistic is
z =
p(y+|s0)− p(y+|s1)
σ
,
where
σ =
√
p(y+|s0)p(y−|s0)
n0
+
p(y+|s1)p(y−|s1)
n1
.
The z-test is applied. Difference in proportions, although not formally used as
a statistical test, has been used in a number of data mining studies [12,34,35,
46,59].
3.1.4 Difference in proportions for many groups
The null hypothesis is that the probabilities or proportions are equal for all
the groups. This can be used for testing many groups at once. For example,
equality of decisions for different ethnic groups, or age groups. If the null
hypothesis is rejected that means at least one of the groups has statistically
significantly different proportion. The text statistic is
χ2 =
k∑
i=1
(ni − np(y+|si))2
p(y+|si) ,
where k is the number of groups. The Chi-Square test is used with k−1 degrees
of freedom.
3.1.5 Rank test
The Mann-Whitney U test [41] is applied for comparing two groups when
the normality and equal variances assumptions are not satisfied. The null hy-
pothesis is that the distributions of the two populations are identical. The
procedure is to rank all the observations from the largest y to the smallest.
The test statistic is the sum of ranks of the protected group. For large samples
the normal approximation can be used and then the z-test can be applied.
A ranking approach for measuring discrimination, although without a formal
statistical test, has been used in the data mining literature, for instance in [11].
3.2 Absolute measures
Absolute measures are designed to capture the magnitude of differences be-
tween (typically two) groups of people. The groups are determined by the
protected characteristic (e.g. one group is males, another group is females). If
more than one protected group is analyzed (e.g. different nationalities), typi-
cally each group is compared separately to the most favored group.
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3.2.1 Mean difference
The mean difference measures the difference between the means of the targets
of the protected group and the general group,
d = E(y+|s0)− E(y+|s1).
If there is not difference then it is considered that there is no discrimination.
The measure relates to the difference of means, and difference in proportions
test statistics, except that there is no correction for the standard deviation.
The mean difference for binary classification with a binary protected vari-
able,
d = p(y+|s0)− p(y+|s1),
is also known as the discrimination score [12], or sliftd [46].
The mean difference has been the most popular measure in early work on
discrimination-aware data mining and machine learning [11,12,34,35,46,59].
3.2.2 Normalized difference
The normalized difference [61] is the mean difference for binary classification
normalized by the rate of positive outcomes,
δ =
p(y+|s0)− p(y+|s1)
dmax
,
where
dmax = min
(
p(y+)
p(s0)
,
p(y−)
p(s1)
)
.
This measure takes into account maximum possible discrimination at a given
positive outcome rate, such that with the maximum possible discrimination
δ = 1, and δ = 0 indicates no discrimination.
3.2.3 Area under curve (AUC)
This measure is related to rank tests. It has been used in [11] for measur-
ing discrimination between two groups when the target variable is numeric
(regression task),
AUC =
∑
(si,yi)∈D0
∑
(sj ,yj)∈D1 I(yi > yj)
n0n1
,
where I(true) = 1 and 0 otherwise.
For large datasets computation of AUC is time and memory intensive, since
a quadratic number of comparisons to the number of observations is required.
The authors did not mention it, but there is an alternative way to compute
based on ranking, which, depending on the speed ranking algorithm, may be
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faster. Assign numeric ranks to all the observations, beginning with 1 for the
smallest value. Let R0 be the sum of the ranks for the favored group. Then
AUC = R0 − n0(n0 + 1)
2
.
We observe that if the target variable is binary, and in case of equality half
of a point is added to the sum, then AUC linearly relates to mean difference
as
AUC = p(y+|s0)p(y−|s1) + 0.5p(y+|s0)p(y+|s1) + 0.5p(y−|s0)p(y−|s0)
= 0.5d+ 0.5,
where d denotes discrimination measured by the mean difference measure.
3.2.4 Impact ratio
The impact ratio, also known as slift [46], is the ratio of positive outcomes for
the protected group over the general group,
r = p(y+|s1)/p(y+|s0).
The inverse 1/r has been referred to as the likelihood ratio [25]. This measure is
used in the US courts for quantifying discrimination, the decisions are deemed
to be discriminatory if the ratio of positive outcomes for the protected group
is below 80% of that of the general group. Also this is the form stated in the
Sex Discrimination Act of U.K. r = 1 indicates that there is no discrimination.
3.2.5 Elift ratio
The elift ratio [45] is similar to the impact ratio, but instead of dividing by
the general group, the denominator is the overall rate of positive outcomes
r = p(y+|s0)/p(y+).
In principle the same measure is expressed as
p(y, s)
p(y)p(s)
≤ 1 + η,
where the requirement should be satisfied for all values of y and s, is referred
to as η-neutrality [26].
3.2.6 Odds ratio
The odds ratio of two proportions is often used in natural, social and biomed-
ical sciences to measure the association between exposure and outcome. The
measure has a convenient relation with the logistic regression. The exponential
function of the logistic regression coefficient translates one unit increase in the
odds ratio. Odds ratio has been used for measuring discrimination [46] as
r =
p(y+|s0)p(y−|s1)
p(y+|s1)p(y−|s0) .
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3.2.7 Mutual information
Mutual information (MI) is popular in information theory for measuring mu-
tual dependence between variables. In the discrimination literature this mea-
sure has been referred to as the normalized prejudice index [26], and used
for measuring the magnitude of discrimination. Mutual information is mea-
sured in bits, but it can be normalized such that the result falls into the range
between 0 and 1. For categorical variables
MI =
I(y, s)√
H(y), H(s)
,
where
I(s, y) =
∑
(s,y)
p(s, y) log
p(s, y)
p(s)p(y)
,
H(y) = −
∑
y
p(y) log p(y).
For numerical variables the summation is replaced by an integral.
3.2.8 Balanced residuals
While the previous approaches measure discrimination in model outputs, no
matter what the actual accuracy of the predictions is, balanced residuals
measure builds on the accuracy of predictions. This measure characterizes
the difference between the actual outcomes recorded in the dataset, and the
model outputs. The requirement is that under-predictions and over-predictions
should be balanced within the protected and unprotected groups. Calders et
al [11] proposed balanced residuals as a criteria of non-discrimination, orig-
inally it was not intended as a measure. That is, the average residuals are
required to be equal for the protected group and the unprotected group. In
principle this approach could be used as a measure of discrimination
d =
∑
i∈D1 yi − yˆi
n1
−
∑
j∈D0 yj − yˆj
n0
,
where y is the true target value, yˆ is the prediction. Positive values of d would
indicate discrimination towards the protected group.
One should, however, use and interpret this measure with caution. If the
learning dataset is discriminatory, but the predictive model makes ideal pre-
dictions such that all the residuals are zero, this measure would show no dis-
crimination, even though the predictions would be discriminatory, since the
original data is discriminatory. Suppose, another predictive model makes a
constant prediction for everybody, and the constant prediction is equal to the
mean of the unprotected group. If the training dataset contains discrimina-
tion, then the residuals for the unprotected group would be smaller than for
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the protected group, and the measure would indicate discrimination, however,
a constant prediction for everybody means that everybody is treated equally,
and there should be no discrimination detected.
Another measure related to the prediction errors, called the Balanced Error
Rate (BER) was introduced in [25]. The approach is to measure the average
error rate of predicting the sensitive variable s from the other input variables
X. In our interpretation this is not a measure of discrimination, but a measure
of the potential for redlining, that is, how much information about the sensitive
characteristic (e.g. race) is carried by the legitimate input variables (e.g. zip
code, occupation or employment status).
A recent study by Hardt et al [31] introduces two accuracy related non-
discrimination criteria: equalized odds and equal opportunity. These are not
measures, but alternative fairness definitions, although they may be turned
into measures by taking a difference or a ratio of the equation components.
Equalized odds require the prediction conditioned on the true outcome to be
the same for any group of people (with respect to the sensitive characteristic):
p(yˆ|s = 1, y) = p(yˆ|s = 0, y) for any y. Equal opportunity is a weaker version of
equal odds. Equal opportunity requires the predictions only within the subset
of positive true outcomes: p(yˆ|s = 1, y = 1) = p(yˆ|s = 0, y = 1).
A forthcoming study by Kleinberg et al [38] specifies three fairness condi-
tions for binary classification with the binary protected characteristic variable,
which are closely related to equalized odds. In summary the conditions require
the distribution of the prediction scores to be the same for all groups of people
within the positive true label and within the negative true label data.
We argue that incorporating the true label into a fairness criteria implicitly
assumes that the true labels are objective, that is, that historical data con-
tains no discrimination. This assumption is realistic for datasets with objective
labels, such as, for instance, credit scoring, where the label denotes whether
the person has actually repaid the loan or not. But the assumption may be
overoptimistic for datasets that record human decisions in the past. For exam-
ple, if a dataset records who has been hired for a job based on candidate CVs,
hiring decisions in the past may not necessarily have been objective. In such
cases fairness criteria that depend on the true labels in the dataset should be
considered with caution.
3.2.9 Relation between two variables
There are many established measures in the feature selection literature [27]
for measuring the relation between two variables, which, in principle, can be
used as absolute discrimination measures. The stronger the relation between
the protected variable s and the target variable y, the larger the absolute
discrimination.
There are three main groups of measures for the relation between variables:
correlation based, information theoretic, and one-class classifiers. Correlation
based measures, such as the Person correlation coefficient, are typically used
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for numeric variables. Information theoretic measures, such as mutual informa-
tion mentioned earlier, are typically used for categorical variables. One-class
classifiers present an interesting option. In discrimination the setting would
be to predict the target y solely on the protected variable s, and measure the
prediction accuracy. We are not aware of such attempts in the discrimination-
aware data mining literature, but it would be a valid option to explore.
3.2.10 Measuring for more than two groups
Most of the absolute discrimination measures are for two groups (protected
group vs. unprotected group). Ideas, how to apply those for more than two
groups, can be borrowed from multi-class classification [7], the multi-label
classification [56], and one-class classification [55] literature. Basically, there
are three options for obtaining sub-measures: measure pairwise for each pair
of groups (k(k − 1)/2 comparisons), measure one against the rest for each
group (k comparisons), measure each group against the unprotected group
(k − 1 comparisons). The remaining question is how to aggregate the sub-
measures. Based on personal conversations with legal experts, we advocate for
reporting the maximum from all the comparisons as the final discrimination
score. Alternatively, all the scores could be summed weighing them by the
group sizes to obtain an overall discrimination score.
Even though absolute measures do not take into account any explanations
of possible differences of decisions across groups, they can be considered as core
building blocks for developing conditional measures. Conditional measures do
take into account explanations for differences, and measure only discrimination
that cannot be explained by non-protected characteristics.
Table 3 summarizes the applicability of absolute measures in different ma-
chine learning settings. Straightforward extensions would be as follows. To
apply the measures to categorical variables one would measure each group
against the rest in a binary way and then average over the resulting measures.
To extend balanced residuals to a binary target one would need to use raw
probability scores of class label given the data, which can be produced by the
most classifiers.
3.3 Conditional measures
Absolute measures take into account only the target variable y and the pro-
tected variable s. Absolute measures consider all the differences in treatment
between the protected group and the unprotected group to be discriminatory.
The conditional measure, on the other hand, tries to capture how much of the
difference between the groups is explainable by other characteristics of indi-
viduals, recorded in X, and only the remaining differences are deemed to be
discriminatory. For example, part of the difference in acceptance rates for na-
tives and immigrants may be explained by differences in education levels. Only
the remaining unexplained difference should be considered as discrimination.
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Table 3 Summary of absolute measures. The checkmark (X) indicates that it is directly
applicable in a given machine learning setting. The tilde (∼) indicates that a straightforward
extension exists.
Protected variable Target variable
Measure Binary Categorical Numeric Binary Ordinal Numeric
Mean difference X ∼ X X
Normalized difference X ∼ X
Area under curve X ∼ X X X
Impact ratio X ∼ X
Elift ratio X ∼ X
Odds ratio X ∼ X
Mutual information X X X X X X
Balanced residuals X ∼ ∼ X X
Correlation X X X X
Let z = f(X) be an explanatory variable. For example, if zi denotes a certain
education level. Then all the individuals with the same level of education will
form a strata i. Within each strata the acceptance rates are required to be
equal.
3.3.1 Unexplained difference
Unexplained difference [36] is measured, as the name suggests, as the over-
all mean difference minus the differences that can be explained by another
legitimate variable. Recall that the mean difference is
d = p(y+|s0)− p(y+|s1).
Then the unexplained difference is
du = d− de,
where
de =
m∑
i=1
p?(y+|zi)(p(zi|s0)− p(zi|s1)),
where p?(y+|zi) is the desired acceptance rate within strata i. The authors
recommend using
p?(y+|zi) = p(y
+|s0, zi) + p(y+|s1, zi)
2
.
In the simplest case z may be equal to one of the variables in X. The authors
also use clustering on X to take into account more than one explanatory
variable at the same time. Then z denotes a cluster, one strata is one cluster.
The related Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test [16, 42] is a formal statistical
counterpart for hypothesis testing.
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3.3.2 Propensity measure
Propensity models [51] are typically used in clinical trials or marketing for es-
timating the probability that an individual would receive treatment. Given the
estimated probabilities, individuals can be stratified according to similar prob-
abilities of receiving treatment, and the effects of treatment can be measured
within each strata separately. Propensity models have been used for measuring
discrimination [11], in this case a function was learned to model the protected
characteristic based on input variables X, that is s1 = f(X). A logistic regres-
sion was used for modeling f(.). Then the estimated propensity scores sˆ1 were
split into five ranges, where each range formed one strata. Discrimination was
measured within each strata, treating each strata as a separate dataset, and
using the absolute discrimination measures discussed in the previous section.
The authors did not aggregate the resulting discrimination into one measure,
but in principle the results can be aggregated into one measure, for instance,
using the unexplained difference formulas, reported above. In such a case each
strata would correspond to one value of an explanatory variable z.
3.3.3 Belift ratio
The belift ratio [40] is similar to the elift ratio in absolute measures, but here
the probabilities of positive outcome are also conditioned on input attributes,
belift =
p(y+|s1, Xr, Xa)
p(y+|Xa) ,
where X = Xr ∪X 6r is a set of input variables, Xr denotes so called redlining
attributes, the variables which are correlated with the protected variable s.
The authors proposed estimating the probabilities via Bayesian networks. A
possible difficulty for applying this measure in practice may be that not every-
body, especially non-machine learning users, are familiar enough with Bayesian
networks to the extent needed for estimating the probabilities. Moreover, con-
struction of a Bayesian network may be different even for the same problem
depending on the assumptions made about interactions between the variables.
Thus, different users may get different discrimination scores for the same ap-
plication case.
A simplified approximation of belift could be to treat all the attributes
as redlining attributes, and instead of conditioning on all the input variables,
condition on a summary of input variables z, where z = f(X). Then the
measure for strata i would be
p(y+|s1, zi)
p(y+)
.
The measure has a limitation that neither the original version, nor the
simplified version allow differences to be explained by variables that are cor-
related with the protected variable. That is, if a university has two programs,
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say medicine and computer science, and the protected group, e.g. females,
are more likely to apply for a more competitive program, then the programs
cannot have different acceptance rates. That is, if the acceptance rates are
different, all the differences are considered to be discriminatory.
3.4 Situation measures
Situation measures are targeted at quantifying direct discrimination [50] The
main idea behind situation measures is for each individual in the dataset to
identify whether s/he is discriminated against and then analyze how many
individuals in the dataset are affected.
3.4.1 Situation testing
Situation testing [39] measures which fraction of individuals in the protected
group are considered to be discriminated against as
f =
∑
ui∈D(s1) I(diff (ui) ≥ t)
|D(s1)| ,
where D(s1) is the subset of data containing all the individuals in the protected
group, ui denotes an individual, t is a user defined threshold of maximum
tolerable difference, I is the indicator function that takes 1 if true, 0 otherwise.
The situation testing for an individual i is computed as
diff (ui) =
∑
uj∈D(s0,κ|ui) yj
κ
−
∑
uj∈D(s1,κ|ui) yj
κ
,
where D(s0, κ|ui) is a subset of data containing the nearest neighbors of ui
belonging to the protected group indicated by s0, κ is the user defined pa-
rameter indicating the number of neighbors, yj is the decision outcome for the
individual uj . Positive and negative discrimination is handled separately.
The idea is to compare each individual to the opposite group and see if the
decision would be different. In that sense, the measure relates to propensity
scoring (Section 3.3), used for identifying groups of people who are similar ac-
cording to the non-protected characteristics, and requiring for decisions within
those groups to be balanced. The main difference is that propensity measures
would signal indirect discrimination within a group, and situation testing aims
at signaling direct discrimination for each individual in question.
3.4.2 Consistency
The consistency measure [59] compares the predictions for each individual with
his/her nearest neighbors.
C = 1− 1
κN
N∑
i=1
∑
yj∈D(κ|ui)
|yi − yj |,
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where D(κ|ui) is the subset of data containing κ nearest neighbors of ui, yi is
the decision outcome for the individual ui.
The consistency measure is closely related to situation testing, but con-
siders nearest neighbors from any group (not from the opposite group). Due
to this choice, the consistency measure should be used with caution in situ-
ations where there is a high correlation between the protected variable and
the legitimate input variables. For example, suppose we have only one predic-
tor variable - location of an apartment, and the target variable is to grant a
loan or not. Suppose all non-white people live in one neighborhood (as in the
redlining example), and all the white people in another neighborhood. Unless
the number of nearest neighbors to consider is very large, this measure will
show no discrimination, since all the neighbors will get the same decision, even
though all non-white residents will be rejected, and all white will be accepted.
That would show a perfect consistency, in spite of the fact that discrimination
is at its maximum. In their experimental evaluation the authors have used this
measure in combination with the mean difference measure.
4 Experimental analysis of core measures
In this section we computationally analyze a set of absolute measures, and
discuss their properties to provide a better understanding of implications of
choosing one measure over another. Absolute measures are naive in the sense
that they do not take possible explanations of different treatments into ac-
count, and due to that may show more discrimination that there actually is,
these measures provide core mechanisms and a basis for measuring indirect dis-
crimination. Conditional measures are typically built upon absolute measures,
and statistical tests are often directly related to absolute measures.
We analyze the following measures, introduced in Section 3.2: mean differ-
ence, normalized difference, mutual information, impact ratio, elift and odds
ratio. From these measures the mean difference and area under a curve can
be directly used in regression tasks. Our main emphasis is on binary classi-
fication with a binary sensitive variable, since this scenario has been studied
more extensively in the discrimination-aware data mining and machine learn-
ing literature, and there are more measures available for classification than
for regression; the regression setting, except for a recent work [11], remains a
subject for future research, and therefore is beyond the scope of this survey
paper.
An important question to consider is to what extent we can control the
ground truth of how much discrimination is in the data, even when we generate
data synthetically. We argue that when considering absolute measures the
ground truth of no discrimination is one and always the same – equal treatment
for the groups no matter what possible justifications of the differences between
the groups may be. If some differences are present, then different absolute
measures may indicate different amounts of discrimination, that is a matter of
convention. A simple analogy may be to describing the intensity of rain. It is
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Table 4 Limiting values of the selected measures.
Measure Maximum No Reverse
discrimination discrimination discrimination
Differences
Mean difference 1 0 −1
Normalized difference 1 0 −1
Mutual information 1 0 1
Ratios
Impact ratio 0 1 +∞
Elift 0 1 +∞
Odds ratio 0 1 +∞
AUC
Area under curve (AUC) 1 0.5 0
clear if there is no rain the measures should agree that there is no rain, but if
there is some rain, different measures may give different rain scores relative to
different baselines. In our experimental analysis we consider the ground truth
extent of discrimination to scale linearly between no discrimination and the
maximum possible discrimination.
The experimental analysis is meant to support two main messages: when
interpreting the absolute amount of discrimination (1) one needs to keep in
mind the distinction between symmetric measures (differences) and asymmet-
ric measures (ratios), and (2) one needs to keep in mind that some measures
are sensitive to the rate of positive outputs and classifiers that output a dif-
ferent number of positive decisions may not be directly comparable to each
other under certain measures. The following experimental analysis is aimed at
providing analytical insights into why this happens.
4.1 Symmetry and boundary conditions
First we consider the boundary conditions of the selected measures, as sum-
marized in Table 4. In the difference based measures zero indicates an absence
of discrimination, in the ratio based measures one indicates an absence of dis-
crimination, in AUC 0.5 indicates an absence of discrimination. The boundary
conditions are reached when one group gets all the positive decisions (e.g. the
unprotected group), and the other group (e.g. the protected group) gets all
the negative decisions.
The selected measures fall into two categories: symmetric and asymmetric.
In Table 4 Differences and AUC represent symmetric measures, and Ratios
represent asymmetric measures. With the symmetric measures discrimination
and reverse discrimination are measured in the same units. For example, in
the case of the mean difference, where 0 denotes no discrimination, 0.2 and
−0.2 would indicate the same amount of discrimination, but towards differ-
ent groups of people. In contrast, the cases of the impact ratios 1.1 and 0.9
would indicate different amount of discrimination towards different groups,
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even though both values appear to be at the same distance from no discrimi-
nation (1.0 denotes the absence of discrimination).
4.2 Performance of Difference measures
Next we experimentally analyze the performance of the selected measures. We
leave out AUC from the experiments, since in the classification it is equivalent
to the mean difference measure. The goal of the experiments is to demonstrate
how the performance depends on variations in the overall rate of positive
decisions, balance between classes and balance between the unprotected and
protected groups of people in the data. The key point of this experiments
is to demonstrate that we can only compare different classifiers with respect
to discrimination if they are outputting the same rate of positive decisions,
or otherwise we have to normalize the measure with respect to the rate of
positive decisions, as proposed in [61].
For this analysis we need to generate data where we know and can control
the level of discrimination. We argue that the following reasoning represents
the ground truth for the purpose. A typical classification procedure performed
by humans can be though of consisting of a ranking mechanism that ranks the
candidates from presumably the best to presumably the worst, and a decision
threshold deciding how many of the best candidates are accepted, or how
good the candidates need to be in order to be accepted. In data mining and
machine learning for decision support a machine is doing the ranking, whereas
the threshold is supposed to be given externally by humans depending on
available resources (e.g. how many places are available for university admission
or how much money is available to be given as credits). Therefore, we argue,
that a data mined or machine learned model is discriminatory if the rankings
that it is providing are discriminatory.
As a toy example, suppose that a ship is sinking, passengers are first put
in a queue for who should be saved and then starting from the first passenger
in the queue as many passengers are saved as there are boats. The queue can
be formed by a machine learned model. The number of boats is external and
does not depend on the model. Thus, even if we see only which passengers were
saved and which not, our discrimination measure should be able to reconstruct
and capture the process of putting the passengers into the queue. We will
experimentally demonstrate to what extent it is possible with the current
measures.
Suppose that the goal is to measure discrimination against males in the
queueing in the sinking ship. Clearly, if males and females are put into the
queue at random, then there is no discrimination with respect to gender. On
the other hand, maximum possible discrimination occurs when all the females
are before all the males in the queue. For intermediate values of discrimination
we adopt the concept from situation measures, that is, if for instance 50%
of the individuals are discriminated against, and 50% are not discriminated
against, then the discrimination measure should indicate 50%. In the sinking
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ship example 50% can be achieved by splitting all the passengers randomly
into two equal groups, the first group is ordered into a queue at random with
respect to gender, and the second group is ordered in the fully discriminatory
way – all the females first and then all the males. Then the final queue is
formed by randomly merging those two queues while keeping the original order
of people from the small groups. Thus, the final queuing reflect 50% random
order and 50% discriminatory order. We generate our synthetic data following
this scheme in order to know the ground truth, and then analyze how much
of that information we can recover by only knowing classification outcomes –
who was saved and who was not, but not knowing the actual queue.
The data generation takes four parameters: the proportion of individuals
in the protected group p(s1), the proportion of positive outputs p(y+), the
underlying discrimination d ∈ [−100%, 100%], and the number of data points
n. The data is generated as follows. First n data points are generated assign-
ing a score in [0, 1] uniformly at random, and assigning group membership at
random according to the probability p(s1). This data contains no discrimina-
tion, because the scores are assigned at random. For a given level of desired
discrimination d we select dn observations at random, sort them according
to their scores, and then permute group assignments within this subsample
in such a way that the highest scores get assigned to the unprotected group,
and the lowest scores get assigned to the protected group. Finally, to translate
the scores to classification decisions, we round the scores to 0 or 1 in such a
way that the proportion of ones is as desired by p(y+). For each parameter
setting we generate n = 10000 data points, and average the results over 100
such runs1.
Figure 2 shows the performance of mean difference, normalized difference
and mutual information on the datasets generated for different ground truth
levels of discrimination following the described scheme. Ideally, the measures
should vary with variation in the balance of the groups (p(s10)) and the pro-
portion of positive outputs (p(y+)), that is, run along the diagonal line in the
plots.
From the plots we can see that the normalized difference captures this,
as expected. It is not surprising, since the normalization factors have been
specifically designed [61] to correct the biases of the classical mean difference.
We can see that the classical mean difference captures the trends, but the
indicated discrimination highly depends on the balance of the classes and
balance of the groups, therefore, this measure should be interpreted with care
when the data is highly imbalanced. The same holds for mutual information.
For instance, at p(s1) = 90% and p(y+) = 90% the true discrimination in
the data may be near 100%, i.e. nearly the worst possible, but both measures
would indicate that discrimination is nearly zero.
In addition, we see that the mean difference and normalized difference are
linear measures, while mutual information is non-linear, and would underesti-
1 The code for our experiments is available at https://github.com/zliobaite/
paper-fairml-survey.
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Fig. 2 Analysis of the measures based on differences: discrimination in data vs. measured
discrimination.
mate discrimination in the medium ranges. Moreover, mutual information does
not indicate the sign of discrimination, that is, the outcome does not indicate
whether discrimination is reversed or not. For these reasons, we do not recom-
mend using mutual information for the purpose of quantifying discrimination.
We advocate the normalized difference, which was designed to correct for bi-
ases due to imbalances in data. The normalized difference is somewhat more
complex to compute than the mean difference, which may be a limitation for
practical applications outside research. Therefore, if data is nearly balanced
in terms of groups and positive-negative outcomes, then the classical mean
difference will suffice.
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4.3 Performance of Ratios
Figure 3 presents similar analysis of the measures based on ratios: impact ratio,
elift and odds ratio. We do not expect these measures to follow the diagonal
line, because the scaling of ratios is different to translate to the fraction of
the population being discriminated. Nevertheless, such analysis across a range
of conditions allows us to analyze the sensitivity of the measures to different
settings. In other words, we expect a stable ratio to follow similar patterns
across all the settings, even though the pattern is not linear. If the patterns
produced by the same measure vary across the settings (the panels of the
figure), that would indicate instability of the measure with respect to data
imbalance.
We can see from the tilts in the lines that the odds ratio and the impact
ratio are very sensitive to imbalances in groups and positive outputs, the
patterns vary a lot across the panels. The elift is more stable, except for
deviations at very high acceptance with very few protected people and the
opposite extreme. It is notable that the measured discrimination by all ratios
grows very fast at low rates of positive outcome (e.g. see the plot p(y+) = 10%
and p(s1) = 90%), while there is little discrimination in the data according to
the ground truth model. We also can see how all the ratios are asymmetric in
terms of reverse discrimination. One unit of measured discrimination is not the
same as one unit of reverse discrimination. This makes the ratios somewhat
more difficult to interpret than differences, analyzed earlier, especially at large
scale explorations and comparisons of, for instance, different computational
methods for prevention of discrimination. Due to these reasons, we do not
recommend using ratio based discrimination measures, since they are more
difficult to interpret correctly. Instead we recommend using and building upon
the difference based measures, discussed in Figure 2.
The core measures that we have analyzed form a basis for assessing fairness
of predictive models, but it is not enough to use them directly, since they do
not take into account possible legitimate explanations of differences between
the groups, and instead consider any differences between the groups of people
undesirable. The basic principle is to try to stratify the population in such a
way that in each stratum contains people that are similar in terms of their
legitimate characteristics, for instance, have similar qualifications if the task
is candidate selection for job interviews. Propensity score matching, reported
in Section 3.3, is one possible way for stratification, but it is not the only one,
and outcomes may vary depending on internal parameter choices. Thus, the
principle for measuring is available, but there are still open challenges ahead
to make the approach more robust for different users, and more uniform across
different task settings, such that one could diagnose potential discrimination
or declare fairness with more confidence.
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Fig. 3 Analysis of the measures based on ratios: discrimination in data vs. measured dis-
crimination.
5 Recommendations for researchers and practitioners
While the attention of researchers, the media and general public to potential
discrimination is growing, it is important to measure the fairness of predic-
tive models in a systematic and accountable way. We have surveyed measures
used (and potentially usable) for measuring discrimination in data mining and
machine learning, and experimentally analyzed the core discrimination mea-
sures in classification. Based on our analysis we generally recommend using
the normalized difference, and in cases where the classes and groups of people
in the data are well balanced, it may be sufficient to use the classical mean
difference. We suggest using ratio measures with caution due to challenges
associated with interpretation of their results in different situations.
We would like to emphasize that the absolute measures stand alone are not
enough for measuring fairness. These measures can only be applied to uniform
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populations where everybody within the population is equally qualified to get
a positive decision. In reality this is rarely the case, for example, different
salary levels may be explained by different education levels. Therefore, the
main principle of applying the core measures should be by first segmenting the
population into more or less uniform segments according to their qualifications,
and then applying core measures within each segment. Discrimination-aware
data mining is a young and rapidly developing discipline. The current state-
of-the art-measures of algorithmic discrimination have their limitations. While
the absolute measures are already well understood, the conditional measures
are to a large extent open for research. A particularly challenging question is
how decouple legitimate information and sensitive information carried by the
same variable, such as zip code.
It is desired, but hardly possible to find any notion that covers all possible
legal requirements. Moreover, the current legislation on non-discrimination
has been designed to account for decision making by humans. The general
principles apply to algorithmic decision making as well, but the nuances of
algorithmic decision making are different. The legal base will need to be up-
dated to account for algorithmic decision making. Input and expertise from
computer science research is needed for incorporating algorithmic nuances into
the legislation.
We hope that this survey can establish a basis for discussions and fur-
ther research developments in this growing topic. Most of the research so far
has concentrated on binary classification with binary protected characteristic.
While this is a base scenario that is relatively easy to deal with in research,
many technical challenges for future research lie in addressing more complex
learning scenarios with different types and multiple protected characteristics,
in multi-class, multi-target classification and regression settings, with different
types of legitimate variables, noisy input data, potentially missing protected
characteristics, and many more situations.
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